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Abstract. Azimuthal anisotropy and femtoscopic measurements provide infor-
mation about collectivity and dynamics of the created medium. Data from the
BES enables STAR to search for the turn-on/off signatures of the Quark-Gluon
Plasma (QGP), for the first-order phase transition, and to constrain various
models. In midcentral collisions, the proton and net-proton slope parameter
(dv1/dy|y=0) shows a minimum between

√
sNN = 11.5 and 19.6 GeV. The pion

and kaon femtoscopic radii are also measured as a function of transverse mass
(mT ), centrality and collision energy, and showing that the system at high ener-
gies lives longer.

1 Introduction

Lattice QCD calculations suggest that the transition from hadronic matter to a Quark-Gluon
Plasma (QGP) phase [1] in gold ion collisions at the top energy, where the baryon chemical
potential µB ≈ 0 MeV, of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (

√
sNN ≈200 GeV) is a smooth

crossover [2]. At lower energies (higher µB) it was predicted that the transition between these
phases may be of the first order [3]. At even higher µB, the excited nuclear matter is expected
to remain in a hadronic phase throughout the interaction. In the scenario of nuclear collisions
at the beam energy when the first-order phase transition takes place, various models predict
characteristic azimuthal anisotropy signals as well as the time delays of the particle emission.
Thus, the study of the azimuthal anisotropic flow and femtoscopic radii in relativistic heavy-
ion collisions will contribute to the exploration of the medium properties.

2 Data Analysis

Data sets of Au+Au collisions recorded by the STAR Collaboration at
√

sNN = 7.7, 11.5,
14.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 62.4, and 200 GeV were used in this study. The STAR Time Projection
Chamber (TPC) [4] was used to reconstruct particles. Particle identification was performed
using the combination of ionization energy loss in the TPC and time-of-flight information
from the Time-of-Flight (TOF) detector [5].

3 Directed Flow

In high-energy heavy-ion collisions, particles are produced with an azimuthally anisotropic
momentum distribution, which is a result of hydrodynamical flow of the QGP. The azimuthal
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distribution of emitted particles relative to so-called flow symmetry planes (event planes) is
typically characterized by its Fourier coefficients (vn):

dN
dφ
∝ 1 + 2

∞∑
n=1

vn cos[n(φ − Ψn)], (1)

where φ is the azimuthal angle of a produced particle, and Ψn is the azimuthal angle of the
nth-order event plane [6].

Rapidity-odd directed flow, vodd
1 (y), is the first harmonic coefficient in the Fourier expan-

sion of the final-state azimuthal distribution relative to the reaction plane, and describes a
collective sideward motion of emitted particles. The rapidity-even [7] component veven

1 (y) is
not related to the reaction plane in collisions, and originates from event-by-event fluctuations
in the initial nuclei. In these proceedings, v1(y) refers to the odd component.

Hydrodynamic calculations [3, 4] propose the presence of a minimum in net-baryon di-
rected flow versus

√
sNN as a signature of a first-order phase transition between hadronic

matter and QGP. This minimum is related to the softening of the equation of state (EOS).
Fig. 1(left,a) shows dv1/dy slope measurements for π±, K±, K0

s , φ, p, p̄), Λ and Λ̄ in Au+Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 7.7, 11.5, 14.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 62.4, and 200 GeV [8]. Net protons show a

minimum in dv1/dy in the energy range between
√

sNN =11.5 and 19.6 GeV (Fig. 1(left,b)).
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Figure 1. (Left) Directed flow slope (dv1/dy) versus beam energy for midcentral (10-40%) Au+Au
collisions. Panel (a) presents (anti)protons, (anti)Lambdas, φ meson, and kaons. Panel (b) shows net
protons, net Λs and net kaons. (Right) Directed flow slope (dv1/dy) versus

√
sNN for midcentral (10-

40%) collisions. Panel (a) compares the observed Λ̄ slope with the expectation from the coalescence
sum rule for produced quarks. Panel (b) shows test of the coalescence sum rule for net-Λ measurement

The ten particle species were used for the investigation of the scaling behavior of v1
at constituent quark level versus collision energy [8]. In the test several assumptions have
been made. First, v1 is developed at the pre-hadronic stage. Second, specific quark types
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have the same directed flow. Third, the registered hadrons are formed via coalescence. In a
scenario when deconfined quarks acquire azimuthal anisotropy, and in the limit of small vn,
coalescence leads to the azimuthal anisotropy of the resulting mesons or baryons being the
summed vn of their constituent quarks. We call this the coalescence sum rule.

Firstly, the coalescence sum rule is tested in a scenario when all quarks are known to
be produced. Fig. 1(right,a) shows a comparison of the observed dv1/dy for Λ̄ (ūd̄ s̄) with
the calculation for K−(ūs) + 1

3 p̄(ūūd̄). This calculation is based on the coalescence sum rule
combined with the assumption that ū and d̄ have the same flow, and that s and s̄ have the same
flow. A good agreement has been found for the energy range from 200 to 11.5 GeV, while a
breakdown of agreement was found at

√
sNN =7.7 GeV (inset in Fig. 1(right,a)). It implies

that one or more assumptions are no longer held below 11.5 GeV.
In the limit of low

√
sNN , most u and d quarks are presumably transported, whereas in the

limit of high
√

sNN , most of u and d are produced. In Fig. 1(right,b), we exploit net Λ (uds)
to test two coalescence sum rule scenarios which are expected to bracket the observed dv1/dy
for a baryon containing transported quarks.

The first compared calculation (red diamond markers) consists of net proton (uud) mi-
nus ū plus s, where ū is estimated from 1

3 p̄, and the s quark flow is obtained from K−(ūs) −
1
3 p̄(ūūd̄). Here we assume that a produced u quark in net p is replaced with an s quark.
This sum-rule calculation agrees closely with the net-Λ measurement at

√
sNN = 19.6 GeV

and above, remains moderately close at 14.5 and 11.5 GeV, and has a significant deviation
at 7.7 GeV. The fraction of transported quarks among the constituent quarks of net protons
increases with decreasing beam energy, and there is an increasing departure from the assump-
tion that a produced u quark is removed by keeping the term (net p − 1

3 p̄).
The second coalescence calculation in Fig. 1(right,b) corresponds to 2/3 net proton plus

s (blue circle markers). In this case, we assume that the constituent quarks of net protons
are dominated by transported quarks in the limit of low beam energy, and that one of the
transported quarks is replaced by s. This approximation seems to hold at

√
sNN = 7.7 GeV,

and breaks at higher energies.

4 Correlation Femtoscopy

Two-particle interferometry measurement, known as femtoscopy or HBT, is a standard
method of studying space-time characteristics of the created system in heavy-ion colli-
sions [9]. It has been most common to perform the femtoscopic analyses with pions [10] as
they are the most abundantly produced particles in heavy-ion collisions. The data collected
in the BES program allow measurements with the heavier but less abundant particles - kaons.
In the current analysis, the same event and pair cuts were used as in [10]. A single-particle
selection criteria were extended and in addition to the identification via specific ionization
energy loss (dE/dx) in the TPC, the time-of-flight information from the TOF detector was
used to identify pion and kaons. This allowed to perform particle identification in a wide
0.15 ≤ p (GeV/c)≤ 1.45 momentum range.

Femtoscopic measurements use correlation function (CF) which in experiments was de-
fined as a ratio of two-particle spectrum (relative momentum, q = p1 − p2) from the same
event (N(q)) and two-particle spectrum from mixed events (D(q)). In this work, correlation
functions were studied in the Bertsch-Pratt coordinate system [11] and q were decomposed
to qout, qside and qlong components. The source radii are extracted from the correlation func-
tions by the standard Bowler-Sinyukov [12] method, which is based on the separation of the
Coulomb interaction (K(qinv)) from the pure quantum statistics correlation function. To ex-
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tract femtoscopic radii, correlations functions were fitted assuming Gaussian shape of the CF:

C(q) = N
[
(1 − λ) + λK(qinv)

(
1 + exp(−R2

outq
2
out − R2

sideq2
side − R2

longq
2
long)

)]
, (2)

where N is normalization factor, λ is a correlation strength, Rout, Rsize and Rlong represent the
femtoscopic radii in out, side and long directions, respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the centrality and transverse mass (mT =

√
k2

T + m2, where kT = 0.5(p1,T +

p2,T )) dependence of the extracted femtoscopic parameters λ, Rout, Rside, Rlong and Rout/Rside

for Au+Au collisions at
√

sNN = 39 GeV. Similar measurements have been performed for
other collision energies. While the transverse flow and expansion of the system are encoded
in the falling of Rout and Rside with increasing mT , the longitudinal flow exhibits a decrease of
Rlong with the increasing mT . Such a behavior of source radii Rout, Rside and Rlong confirms our
expectation that the system under study undergoes space-time evolution and expands. The
extracted Rout and Rlong values for kaons are generally larger than those for pions at the same
transverse mass, while Rside values for pion and kaons are similar.

Figure 2. Transverse mass dependence of λ, Rout, Rside, Rlong and Rout/Rside for pions (solid symbols)
and kaons (open symbols) measured for 0–10% (circles), 10–30% (squares), and 30–50% (crosses)
most central Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 39 GeV. Only statistical uncertainties shown

Fig. 3 shows collision energy dependence of the measured femtoscopic radii Rout, Rside,
Rlong for pions (green stars) and kaons (red stars) measured by STAR. Femtoscopic radii
Rout, Rside, Rlong slightly increase with increasing collision energy up to LHC energy [13]
indicating the increase of the expanding source size and lifetime.

5 Summary

The results of the directed flow measurements for ten particle species in Au+Au collisions
at eight beam energies have been presented. These data enable us to test the coalescence
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Figure 3. Collision energy dependence of Rout, Rside, Rlong for pions (green markers) and kaons (red
markers). Stars and circles represent data obtained by the STAR and ALICE experiments, respectively

sum rule on the constituent quark level, for both produced and transported quarks. Two
coalescence sum rule scenarios have been explored to bracket the observed dv1/dy of net
Λ that contains transported quarks. Assuming the validity of the coalescence picture, we
extracted the v1 slopes of produced u (ū, d and d̄), s and s̄ quarks, as well as transported u (d)
quarks as a function of

√
sNN for midcentral Au+Au collisions. Measured femtoscopic radii

for identical pion and identical kaon pairs increase with increasing collision energy indicating
that the system at high energies lives longer.
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